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It is well-known

Buddhism
Yamada

that, in the doctrine of karma, Buddhism denying the

existence of the soul as the auther of anything, the question of how the deed
(karma)

can bring its deserts

(phala)

became an issue. In fact, there were

several attempts explaining

the relation between

in Abhidharma

To mention some examples, we find the expla-

Buddhism.

nation by "upacaya"
Sammitiyas,

the deed and

in the Mahasarngikas, the one by "avipranasa

" in the

and the one by "bi ja" in the Sautrantikas.

In this essay, we try to explicate the idea of "avijnapti".
tion of karma into "vii napti"

(the

making known)

none making known) appears in the Abhidharma
the Sarvastivadin's

treatises.

to the above-mentioned
and thus functioning

The classfica-

and "avi jnapti"

(the

literatures, particularly in

And avijnapti is thought by some to be parallel

ideas, both subsisting after the deed was perf omed
as the medium between

it is thought

by others to bear an entirely

Accordingly,

we begin by enumerating

between

its deserts

the deed and its deserts. But
different

meaning

from

them.

the points of difference and similitude

the interpretations.
1.

It is wrong to consider,

Difference

so far as we conform to Sarvastivadin's

hodoxy that avijnapti functions

as the

deserts as upacaya or avipranasa

medium

between

does. It was established

karma

ort-

and

its

by Professors

Wogiwara,Kato,and Funahashi.Accordingto the Professors,avijnaptidenotes

"a
a)

智 論, the

kind
In

the

of habit

acquired

Sarvastivadin's

Mahavibhasasastra

under
treatises

a vow".
such

大 毘 婆 沙 論, the
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as

the

Jnanaprasthanasastra

Abhidharmakosasastra

装

and

so on,

(52)
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avijfiapti
good

is considered

or bod deeds,

not as having
b)

In

as having

that

is, the

the function

all the

in Abhidharma
only

the virtue

virtue

made

to

to perform

of the medium

references

Buddhism (K. Yamada)

in

the

restrain

samvara

between

people

from

or asamvara,

karma

but

and its deserts.

Karmasiddhyupakarapa

大 乗 成 業

(2)

論

by

Vasubandhu

and

its

commentary

by

SumatiSila,

in the same way as in the Abhidharmakosa,
of the fruits of karma, the Sarvastivadins
karma, which presents a great contrast

avijnapti

and concerning
have the theory

to the theories

is regarded

the questions

of reality of past

of upacaya, avipra-

nasa and bija.
c)

In the section

karika, Nagarjuna

of Karma-phala-pariksa

refers only to avijnapti

in the Mulamadhyamaka-

in terms of religious observance

(sila). When he treats of the problem of karma and its fruits, he refers to
the theory of avipranasa, but he does not refer to avijnapti.
From these data, we may say, in conclusion, that avijnapti

is not iden-

tical with upacaya etc.
2.
a)

In

the

Similitude

Satyasiddhiprakarapa

the Sautrantika's

coloring

成 實 論,

of

which

the

and which adopts the theory

varman refers to avi jnapti as functioning

arguments

have

of Sunyata,

Hari-

to bring the fruits of karma. To

take an example, he says that a man is born

to heaven

by dint

of avi-

jnapti, which makes him desist from the killing etc. (after he toke the vow).
......(Taisho. 32. p. 290a; 304a). Moreover, in the part of questions as to
kaya-karma
this treatise being written in the form of questions and ans(1)

cf. U.

studies.

Wogiwara,

vol

I no.

萩 原 雲 來 文 集;
2, 211‑213.;

But one of the reasons

S. Kato,

I. Funahashi,

the Professors

Journal

of

Indian

and

buddhist

業 の 研 究.

gave that, being necessarily

parted

with at one's death, avijnapti can't subsist until karma brings its deserts in
the future life, is open to discussion, for death is one of the occassions of
destruction of avipranasa, which is the medium between karma and its deserts,
according to Madhyamakakarika
XVII. 19.
(2)

Taisho.

31;

Tohoku

Cat.

no. 4062,

親 の 成 業 論).
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4071.

cf. S. Yamaguchi's

translation

(世

On the of "avijnapti-karma" in Abhidharma Buddhism (K. Yamada)
wers-it

says;

"It is avijnapti

(not

karma in general)

and brings the fruits of suffering or happiness.
(ibid. 289c). This

shows that

the

(53)

that accumulates

What is kaya-vijflapti?"

view regarding

avijnapti

as medium

between karma and its deserts passed current in his time (about III A. D.).
b)

A

similar

view

of

avijhapti

is found

by Vasumitra,

one of the famous great

Mahavibhasa.

One of several answers

in the

treatise

奪 婆 須 蜜所 集 論

teachers of Sarvastivadins
to the question

know the existence of avijnapti, rans as follows;

of how

in the

one could

"We realise the existence

of avijnapti after we are born in heaven. We are born in heaven after we
have conformed

to the morality

(by dint of subsisting of avijnapti).

(Tai-

sho. 28. p. 725b.)
Consequently
vastivadins

we may infer that there were some even among the Sar-

who held the same opinion regarding

avijnapti as Harivarman

did.
c)

The theory of upacaya of the Mahasaingikas is expounded

Karmasiddhy-upakarana
havatthu

(chapter

and the Kathavatthu

10 with Buddhaghosa's

in the

and so on. Now, in the Kat-

comm.) the explanation

of sam-

vara and asamvara, which is explained from the virtue of avi jnapti in the
Sarvastivadins,

is also founded on the theory of upacaya. Further, Agama that

they quote in corroboration
varman

quotes

in

of their explanation

corroboration

The text runs as follows;

of

avijhapti

"Those

in

is the same one that Harihis

treatise

p.

33=雑

corroboration

(S. N. vol. I.

an other Agama which has similar

contents

is quoted

2. 261b))

of avijnapti in the Abhidharmakosa.

if a devotee, male or female, has perfomed
action, his merits increses incessantly,
still, or

being

fountains,

merits".

(Taisho.

increasing

drinking

their

阿 含36.5

Moreover,

are constantly

無 作 品).

who plant trees in the gardens and in

forests and bridge rivers, and those who build public
wells and rest-huts

(ibid.

seated

or

sleeping

and

on."

Agama says that,

the seven items of meritorious

whether
so

The

in

he is moving or standing
(中 阿 含 ・世 間 幅 経.

Taisho.

1.

427c)
Consequently,

we think that upacaya and avijnapti,
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though they differ

(54)
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in detail

according

in the same
d)

the

treatise

avipranasa

in explaining

and individual

handed

down

interpretations,

take their rise

無 失 法

is also

in the
found

chinese

to Play

transelations
the

same

随 相 論 by

part

as avijnapti

sila. (Taisho. 32. p. 161c. ff.)
3.

How can we explain

Historical

investigation

the difference and similitude that we mentioned

above? This is what we think:
fruit in the Sarvastivadins
theory

Buddhism (K. Yamada)

source.

In

Gupamati,

to schools

in Abhidharma

first, it is because the problem

was explained

on the

ground

of karma's

of the famous

that dharmas have reality in all times, that avijnapti was abondoned

in so far as the problem of karma's fruit is concerned;
the reflection on the character
as having a function

as the medium between

dly, upon this question an important

karma and its deserts:

historical

to say, we can find a filiation between
between

in course of time

of avijnapti caused some people to regard it

upacaya and upacita-karma.

avijnapti

light

secon-

can be shed. That is

and akrta-karma,

and one

This fact affords a clue to this question.

Let us sketch here only the filiation between avijnapti

and akrta on acco-

unt of limited space.
Karma is classified into krta and akrta in the Yogacarabhumi
V. Bhattacharya.

p. 189=Taisho. 30. 319b) . The text, concerning

says briefly that "acetitam
pitam",
karma

but in its chinese commentary,
(不 作 業)

略 纂 Taisho.
This
dharma

acetayitva

43.

is. avijnapti‑karma

akrta-karma,

punar na kayena na vaca samuttha
we find an interpretation

(無 表 業)(an

interpretation

that akrtaby

基

in 喩 伽

of

the

Abhi‑

p. 51b.)

interpretation
tretises

(ed. by

is possible,

for

in

chinese

remaining

the

in

雑 阿 毘 曇 心 論,
translations,

one
akrta

(不 作,

doing

(3)

actually
(3)
mous

nothing)
Taisho.
(Taisho.

28.

is given

as

p.

In

32.

888b.
p.

290a).

a

synonym

成 實 論

too,

Moreover,

of avijnapti
avijnapti
we find

and

(無 作).
akrta

frequently

And
is
a

used
word

the

text

synony‑
"無

作"

(doing nothing) as one of the chinese equivalents to avijnapti,
which originally means not making known.
This shows that the translator
had the
consideration of the above-mentioned
filiation.
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On the of "avi jfiapti-karma" in Abhidharma Buddhism (K. Yamada)
says that bearing

oneself so as not to do- evil deeds or not to do good

deeds is a sort of act (karma),
And in the Abhidharmakosa,
for refuting

that is, karma of avijnapti.
the Sautrantikas

the existence of avijnapti, that

because avijnapti

means only doing nothing

with the vow. (abhyupetyakaranamatratvat.

say, enumerating

(evil or good) in accordance
cf. A. K. V. ed by Wogiwara
filiation

Now, in the study of karma in the Pali canon,
(kata) and akrta

ments as these:
acts"

(kata).

reasons

(we can do without avijnapti)

p. 352). This, too, shows the above-mentioned
and akrta.
ences to krta

(55)

There

between

avijnapti

we find some refer-

are, as example, such state-

"We are born in hell owing to non-doing (akata) of good

or "We are born in heaven owing to non-doing of evil acts"

N. vol. I. P. 57 etc.). And in the later treatise

such acts as non-killing in terms of the religious
under the item of kata
of this sort concerning
karma mentioned
Consequently,

are classified
idea

in Pali canon is the same one as akrta-

above.
we think the investigation into the characteristic

karma in the Agama was an important
napti in the Abhidharma.
to sila, so avijnapti

observance

and akata (cf. ND, p. 54; ND2 p. 126). The
akata-kamma

(cf. A.

of the southern Theravadins,

Akrta-karma

of akrta-

factor to produce the idea of avijwas especially a problem belonging

was discussed in terms of sila by the Sarvastivadins.
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